Abstract Positron annihilation studies of the subsurface zone constituted during dry sliding in pure titanium are reported. A new type of defect depth profile in this zone, which is not an exponential decay usually reported for other metals and alloys, is observed. Two layers in the subsurface zone are present in this metal. In the layer adjacent to the worn surface, the characteristic plateau of the mean positron lifetime that extends to a depth of 60-70 lm was observed. Small vacancy clusters and dislocations were recognized in this layer. At deeper zone, the mean positron lifetime decreased exponentially in the manner typical for the other metals. In this zone, vacancy clusters increase in size and decreases in concentration with increasing depth. There is a slight increase in measured microhardness in the subsurface zone in relation to the interior.
Introduction
Due to their high friction coefficient, titanium and its alloys exhibit poor tribological properties. This results from their chemical activity and strong adhesion to the countermaterial surface in frictional contact [1, 2] . Additionally, similar to other hcp metals, the main deformation mode of titanium is a basal slip on the (0001) plane and no mechanism of plastic deformation (i.e. slip and/or twinning) produces plastic strain only in the direction parallel to the c-axis of the unit cell. However, the authors reported that the slip plane of a ? c is active, as it is in polycrystalline titanium deformed at room temperature; the slip plane of a ? c dislocations 10 " 11 f g is reported in Ref. [3] . This causes the low number of slip systems which impedes the implementation of deformation. In our research, we investigate another factor which can affect the tribological properties of titanium, i.e. the subsurface zone (SZ) which is generated during sliding.
The SZ is the hardening region adjacent to the worn surface formed as the result of interaction of the countermaterial being in a friction contact [4] . Generally, the SZ exhibits increased hardness which decreases with the distance from the worn surface. This zone contains some defects generated mainly by the plastic deformation. They extend into the interior of the sample to the depth of dozens of micrometers, depending both on the deformation and the deformation rate. Different experimental methods are applied to the SZ studies, including scanning and transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, microhardness and the positron annihilation techniques which is particularly suitable for quantitative studies of the structure defects. These techniques allowed us to establish that measured characteristics, like a mean positron lifetime or S-parameter, which are sensitive to the open volume detect concentration, decrease exponential with increasing depth. It practically means that also the defect concentration decreases exponential of with increasing depth, a good example and discussion one can find in Ref. [5] . This dependence seems to be general feature for the SZ created during sliding. The large extent of the defect profile is surprising as well. Its total depth can extend to hundreds of micrometers, and it depends on the sliding condition (i.e. applied load, sliding velocity and duration) and hardly depends on the material properties (e.g. hardness). Up to now, we performed the SZ studies for following pure metals: Bi [5] , Cu [6] , Al [7] , Mg [8] , Fe [9] and some alloys (i.e. stainless steel [10] , aluminium and magnesium alloys [11] ).
Despite poor tribological properties, titanium seems to be interesting for general studies of the formation and constitution of the SZ. In the presented studies, we use the positron lifetime spectroscopy, Doppler broadening of annihilation line and microhardness measurement as complementary methods. Similar to other studies, the surface of the titanium sample is exposed to dry sliding contact and the SZ profiled using the sequenced etching technique.
Experimental Details

Sample Preparation
Discs of 99.99 % pure polycrystalline titanium 10 mm in diameter and 3 mm thick were the subject of our studies. They were polished mechanically with SiC papers and 1-lm-particle-size diamond paste and then annealed in flowing N 2 gas in a furnace at 700°C for 1 h. After annealing, the samples were etched in a solution of 10 ml HNO 3 , 2 ml HF and 10 ml distilled water to reduce their thickness by ca. 20 lm and to clean their surface. The sample preparation procedure described above allowed us to remove any defects induced in its manufacture. Such samples were treated as virgin ones at least in respect to the residual defects. For such virgin samples, the positron lifetime spectrum exhibited only one lifetime component of 147.9 ± 0.5 ps, which corresponds well with the experimental values reported by other authors as the bulk value, i.e. 150 ps [12] , 149.0 ± 1.0 ps [13] or 152 ps [14] . The view under microscope revealed that the samples are polycrystalline with large equiaxial grains. Their average size is an order of 100 lm.
Each virgin sample was located in a tribotester and its flat base surface was slid against a rotating disc made from the martensitic steel (steel HS 18-0-1 hardness, about 670 HV0.1, 50 mm in diameter) with a certain load applied. The treatment was performed in the air; no oxidation was observed. The velocity of the disc relative to the surface of the sample was 5 cm/s. The sliding duration was 1 min for each sample. The value of the friction coefficient obtained was 0.31, and the specific wear rate, defined as a worn volume per unit load, was (4.23 ± 0.02) 9 10 -13 m 3 N -1 m -1 .
Positron Lifetime Measurements
For the positron lifetime measurement, a fast-fast positron lifetime spectrometer with BaF 2 scintillator was used. The time resolution (FWHM) of the spectrometer was 250 ps. The positron source, i.e. 22 Na enveloped in the 7-lm kapton foil was located between the worn surfaces of the two identical pieces of samples, and this sandwich was positioned in front of the scintillator detectors of the positron lifetime spectrometer. The positron lifetime spectrum was measured to obtain more than 2 9 10 6 counts in the spectrum. The average implantation depth, which is the reciprocal value of the linear absorption coefficient, for positrons emitted from 22 Na in Ti is ca. 48 lm. This value indicates the depth from the measured surface which is scanned by positrons in each measurement. About 76 % of emitted positrons annihilate in the layer of such a thickness as simulated by the LYS-1 computer code [15] .
As a supplemental measurement, for one sample, we performed also the measurement of the depth profile of the annihilation line shape parameter (so called S-parameter). This parameter is defined as the integral of central part of the annihilation line normalized to total integral of the line centred at 511 keV. It is well proved experimentally that this parameter is extremely sensitive to the presence of open volume defects, like the vacancy or its clusters and jogs at dislocation line, where due to their positive charge, positrons are localized. The measurements were performed using the HpGe detector with the energy resolution at the 511 keV of 1.4 keV.
For detection of the defect depth distribution, i.e. detection of the SZ profile, the samples were sequenceetched, sequentially removing layers about 10 lm thick from the worn surface, and the positron lifetime spectrum or line shape parameter were measured. The samples were etched in a solution similar to that described in Sect. 2.1. The etching procedure was repeated subsequently until the bulk value was reached.
Microhardness Measurements
Any changes of the microhardness in the subsurface region were investigated by producing cross section of samples using a diamond saw and then gently polishing them with Struers abrasive diamond paste. The depth profile of the microhardness was measured below the worn surface on the cross-sectional sample using a TUKON TM 2500 (Instron) device. The measurements were performed according the standard ISO 4545 using the Knoop intender with the normal load of 0.1 N. Each indentation was made in such a way that the longest diameter of the intender was parallel to the worn surface. All results were recalculated to the standard Vickers hardness unit.
Results and Discussion
Positron Lifetime Measurements
Two components in the positron lifetime spectra were observed for all samples exposed to dry sliding. Let us describe in detail results for sample whose surface was exposed to dry sliding with a load of 100 N. Depending on the depth, the value of the first lifetime component varies in the range from 200 to 140 ps and the second one from 200 to 280 ps. It is convenient to begin the analysis of the obtained results using a commonly accepted robust parameter which is the mean positron lifetime defined as follows:
where s 1,2 are the positron lifetime components resolved from the positron lifetime spectra, and I 1,2 are their intensities (I 1 ? I 2 = 1). In Fig. 1 (closed circles) we depict its value as a function of the depth from the worn surface. As observed for other metals [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , the mean positron lifetime decreases with increasing depth. This is a characteristic feature of the SZ. However, in this case, in the layer directly adjacent to worn surface, the mean positron lifetime remains almost constant, i.e. about 190 ps. The thickness of this layer, which we call the first layer (FL), is about 60-70 lm. After that a second layer is observed where the value of the mean positron lifetime decreases with increasing depth. We call it the deeper layer (DL). It seems that the SZ consists of two layers, i.e. FL and DL and its total thickness induced by dry sliding for this sample is about 250 lm. The exponential decrease which was found for other studied metals and alloys is not observed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In order to confirm this unexpected result, we performed the measurements of the S-parameter for the same samples. The value of the S-parameter conveys information complementary to that provided by the mean positron lifetime; however, they are measured with different spectrometers. The obtained dependency is depicted in Fig. 1 (closed circles). Both measurements revealed almost identical type of dependency, including the plateau adjacent to the worn surface layer. In Fig. 2 , we depict in detail, the mean positron lifetime together with the lifetime components obtained from the deconvolution of the measured spectra at different depths. In the FL, the value of the second lifetime component, s 2 , is about 250 ps with the high intensity of about 30-45 %, Fig. 2c . The value of the positron lifetime in a single vacancy in a perfect host in titanium is reported to be 222 ps [12] , slightly lower than our value. Thus, one can conclude that in this layer, the vacancy clusters containing two or three vacancies are present. In the FL, the value of the first lifetime component, s 1 , decreases from ca. 170 to 150 ps which is close to the bulk value, Fig. 2b . Simultaneously, its intensity also decreases from ca. 65 to 55 %. At the depth above 100 lm, the value of s 1 is slightly lower than bulk value, and with the increase of the depth, its value increases again to the bulk value whereas its intensity increases significantly from 48 to 100 % at the depth of 300 lm. The s 2 value up to the depth of 250 lm increases slightly from 250 to 280 ps. It indicates that in the DL region at the depth between 60 and 250 lm, the vacancy clusters size increases, but their concentration decreases with the depth from the worn surface. In the bulk region, above 250 lm, the s 2 value increases to the value more than 400 ps, meanwhile its intensity decreases to zero at the depth of 300 lm. However, this large increase of the s 2 value can be treated as an artefact caused by the deconvolution procedure of positron lifetime spectra. It can happen when the intensity of the component is very low. The FL is characterized by the decreases of the value of the first lifetime component and the constant value of second component. We argue that this layer is highly deformed characterized by high concentration of the small vacancy clusters and jogs at dislocation lines where positrons are localized. The obtained depth dependencies for the DL can be understood in the frame of two-state trapping model [16] commonly used in the positron spectroscopy. In this model, positrons can annihilate in the bulk as free particles or localized at a defect. This causes that the first lifetime component is lower than the bulk value. This is a characteristic feature of the two-state trapping model. Thus, the DL must contain vacancy clusters but also the virgin regions where positrons can annihilate as free particles. A similar dependency was observed in bismuth samples exposed to dry sliding [5] . However, in this case, no FL was observed and the value of the mean positron lifetime, and consequently the defect concentration decreased exponentially starting from the worn surface.
The existence of the FL in the SZ in titanium is confirmed by measurement for other titanium samples after sliding with lower loads. The obtained depth profiles of the mean positron lifetime are depicted in Fig. 3 . It can be noticed that the thickness of the FL decreases with the decrease of the applied load, and for the load of about 10 N, it disappears. For this load, the obtained dependency is the exponential decay function detected for other metals. Certainly, we can confidently support the idea that SZ in titanium contains two separate layers; however, we found that the obtained dependences in Fig. 3 can be described using a simply sigmoidal formula:
where z is depth from the worn surface, and a, b, c and d are the adjusted parameters which values can be obtained in the fitting procedure. The c parameter is the depth at which the sigmoidal curve reaches the transition centre and b is the transition height. The solid lines in Fig. 3 present results of the best fit of Eq. 2 to the experimental points, and it can be noted that the experimental data are well described. In Table 1 , we gather Table 1 The values of the adjusted parameters in Eq. (2) used for description of the obtained depth dependency of the mean positron lifetime depicted in Fig. 3 In the last row the total depth of the SZ in the studied samples is presented the values of parameters together with the values of the total depth of the SZ (defined as the depth where the bulk value of the mean positron lifetime is reached) determined from Fig. 3 . It means the deeper regions were not affected by the sliding processes at the surface. From Table 1 , it is evident that the total depth value decreases with the decrease of the applied load. This tendency was noticed for other metals as well, see for example Ref. [9] . The dependency of the b, c and d parameter on the applied load is also clearly visible in Table 1 .
Microhardness Measurement
In the literature, it has been reported that the SZ can be characterized by the microhardness profile measurements [4] . This method seems to be appropriate because hardness is a measure of the resistance to local plastic deformation, and the SZ is workhardening zone. However, as microhardness is a local property dependent on the crystallographic orientation of the measured area and grains, determination of a credible microhardness profile is labourintensive and not precise method, as was shown in our previous paper [10] . This was also confirmed for titanium in the present research. The microhardness depth profiles for the samples after sliding with different loads are depicted in Fig. 4 . The measured points exhibit a large scatter; nevertheless, the linear regression lines added to Fig. 4 indicate the weak tendency of the microhardness to decrease with increasing depth. The slope of the linear regression lines depends slightly on the sliding load value; for the load of 24 N, it is about -0.156, and for the load of 100 N, this value decreases to -0.354. Moreover, the increase in the microhardness in the layer directly adjacent to the worn surface is visible. It is more clearly discernable for the highest sliding load of 100 N. In this case, the total depth of this zone can be estimated to be ca. 80 lm. For the other sliding loads investigated, i.e. from 10 to 50 N, the total depth of this zone can be estimated to be close to 50 lm. This result in some sense correlates with the FL region detected by positron measurements. Thus, we can conclude that the presence of the FL in the SZ was confirmed in the microhardness profiles, but resolution of this method was not sufficient to determine precisely of the FL thickness. It should be noticed that the hardening due to sliding shown in the microhardness profile is very weak. For instance for the load of 100 N, Fig. 4d , the microhardness at the depth of 15 lm from the worn surface is ca. 330 HV, but in the bulk is about 250 HV. Thus, the increase is about 32 %. For the stainless steel 1.4301 (EN), the increase of the microhardness was 72 %, see Fig. 5 in Ref. [10] . Thus, the workhardening of the SZ for titanium is rather weak; then, we suppose that this can explain also the poor tribological properties of this metal.
Discussion and Remarks
We explain the constitution of the SZ as the result of dislocations flowing from the worn surface into the material interior. These dislocations are generated at the plastically deformed asperities or from the plastic deformation in the regions adjacent to the worn surface. Dislocations with jogs during their motion are the source of point defects, i.e. interstitial atoms and vacancies, and these can form clusters which are detected by the positron annihilation experiments [17] . The concentration of such microstructure defects gradually decreases with the depth from the worn surface. Usually, the exponential function describes quite well the defect concentration decreasing with the depth from the worn surface. However, in titanium, another type of mean positron lifetime depth profile was observed. One can expect that dislocations generated during sliding accumulate, for reasons unknown, close to the worn surface creating the FL with a thickness increasing with the sliding load up to ca. 80 lm for the largest sliding load applied, i.e. 100 N. The large thickness of this layer is a puzzling fact. Nevertheless, in the DL, the defect concentration decreases with the depth similarly to the other metals and alloys studied in the literature, see for example Ref. [5] . One can speculate that the depth dependency in the DL can be also described using an exponentially decreasing function, i.e. "
s ¼ a þ b expðÀz=d 0 Þ. Indeed, the dashed, grey lines in Fig. 3 represent the best fit of such a function to the experimental points, and it also shows good agreement, but this applies only to DL and not to the whole SZ.
We can try to link the presence of the FL with the poor tribological properties of titanium. However, the friction coefficient against the steel is about 0.31, and the wear for this metal is about (4.23 ± 0.3) 9 10 -13 m 3 /Nm. This value is higher than that for stainless steel 1.4301 (EN), (2.01 ± 0.12) 9 10 -13 m 3 /Nm [10] , and lower than that for pure iron, (5.6 ± 0.11) 9 10 -13 m 3 /Nm [9] , measured in identical conditions. However, another hcp metal, i.e. magnesium, measured by us exhibits the higher wear-(8.0 ± 0.8) 9 10 -13 m 3 /Nm- [8] . It should be noted that for all these metals, no FL's was observed, contrary to the case of titanium investigated in the present research. However, at this stage, it is difficult to link the presence of the FL with poor tribological properties because there is no evidence sufficiently strong enough to confirm such a conclusion.
The existence of the FL can be also explained as the result of the saturation of positron trapping in defects in this region. If the trapping rate coefficient at vacancy clusters is very high, it is possible that even for low cluster concentration, all positrons are localized, and the saturation of positron mean lifetime is observed. No experimental data on positron trapping in titanium are available; however, studies performed by Hood and Schultz [18] indicate that saturation trapping occurs after a thickness reduction of 15 %. For example for stainless steel, it is observed at much lower value, i.e. at 3 % reduction in thickness and no FL is observed [10] . Serra and De Diego [19] observed only a single lifetime component of 194 ± 2 ps in a titanium sample exposed to the cold rolling with the thickness reduction about 28 %. They attributed this lifetime to zone dislocations present at twin boundaries, and they supported it by computer simulations. This result encouraged us to investigate highly deformed titanium, i.e. cold rolled up to ca. 90 % reduction of thickness. In the measured positron lifetime spectrum, only a single lifetime component 183.2 ± 0.4 ps was revealed. These values are different from those obtained for dry sliding, where at the worn surface, two components were detected, indicating the presence of vacancy clusters. Thus, it is difficult to support the saturation effect being responsible for the existence of the SZ.
There is another interesting fact concerning the FL. One can speculate that this layer can disappear after long time of sliding. However, we found that a sample exposed to the sliding during 12 min also exhibits in the defect depth profile with the FL. Thus, this zone is a characteristic feature of the SZ in titanium.
It is interesting to note that the small three-dimensional clusters of two to three vacancies were observed by Nancheva et al. [20] in pure titanium and titanium alloy BT14 samples exposed to an explosive wave. The maximum initial wave pressure in this experiment was about 20 GPa which occurs within approximately 10 -9 s. The authors were able to resolve two lifetime components in their spectra (e.g. s 1 = 185 ± 5 ps and s 2 = 290 ± 21 ps, the latter had the intensity about 19 ± 7 %). These values correspond well to our data. The passage of a shock wave through a material involves a generation of large numbers of dislocations in the shock front. These dislocations can generate further dislocations but by the more usual multiplication process. Large numbers of dislocations must lead to the creation of different point defects including vacancies which finally coalescence into clusters. This can support the idea of the SZ constitution presented above. One can suppose that high pressure can only occur at asperities at the worn surface during the short time of order microseconds or less. These conditions correspond to the condition at a shock front but on a much smaller scale. Nevertheless, this can lead to similar vacancy-clusterrelated results to those seen in the positron lifetime spectra. They do not occur during static compression as it was shown above.
Conclusions
In the SZ of titanium samples exposed to dry sliding, the positron lifetime measurements revealed the presence of vacancy clusters whose size slightly increased with the depth from the worn surface. However, in the layer directly adjacent to the worn surface, dislocations were also detected. It is interesting that, in this layer, the value of the positron mean lifetime remains almost constant. This encouraged us to postulate that the SZ consists of two layers, the first one where the positron mean lifetime is almost constant and the second one where it decreases with depth from the worn surface. The thickness of the first layer is less than 100 lm and strictly depends on the load applied during dry sliding. Nevertheless, the obtained depth dependence of mean positron lifetime can be described by a sigmoidal binding curve (Eq. 2). An increase in the microhardness in the layer adjacent to the worn surface was also observed; however, it was rather weak in comparison with other metals.
